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500 Ways to Achieve Your Highest Score We want you to succeed on the financial accounting and
reporting portion of the CPA Exam. That's why we've selected these 500 questions to help you
study more effectively, use your preparation time wisely, and get your best score. These questions
are similar to the ones youâ€™ll find on the CPA Exam so you will know what to expect on test day.
Each question includes a concise, easy-to-follow explanation in the answer key for your full
understanding of the concepts. Whether you have been studying all year or are doing a last-minute
review, McGraw-Hill Education: 500 Financial Accounting and Reporting Questions for the CPA
Exam will help you achieve the high score you desire. Sharpen your subject knowledge, strengthen
your thinking skills, and build your test-taking confidence with: 500 CPA Exam-style questions Full
explanations for each question in the answer key A format parallel to that of the CPA Exam
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I purchased this book because past students in my Intermediate Accounting class, as well as our
professor, had recommended that we buy a CPA review book. Our professor uses old CPA exam
questions on his exams, and this book helps out with getting in the mindset to do well on my exams.
The layout is nice, but its important to remember that this book only offers MC questions and brief
explanations to the answers at the end; it's not a full-length review book. I would prefer that the
answers to each chapter were placed at the end of the chapter rather than the end of the book, but
it s otherwise a useful study reference.

Not all the answers are correct! Be careful, the explanation will explain it correctly but the letter
choice will be wrong. Found that on a couple of the questions. Need to contact McGraw Hill as I'm
surprised this has been the case. I suggest Wiley & Becker for better questions & explanations.

This is a great book for practicing topics that will be potentially on the test. The explanations for
each of the answers really helps the candidate study the questions. HOWEVER, its worth noting
that this practice booklet only tests knowledge for the multiple choice section. This book does NOT
review the task based simulations on the exam. So its imperative that any candidate buying this
book also accompany this book with a review book from either Wiley or Becker to get a
comprehensive set of study & practice materials.This review books gets a big fat star deduction for
the number of errors in the book. Did someone at McGraw-Hill not properly edit this edition?? There
are a couple of questions in the book that have correct explanations, but the letter corresponding to
the correct answer is wrong. I saw another question that had the multiple choice answers with dollar
signs, but the answer had nothing to do with money. And then one question in the EPS section was
missing pertinent information that was shown in the explanation of the answer. These errors won't
diminish the study/review, but they're pretty egregious and get annoying.

I tried to find an errata on their website and could not. While this is certainly a cheap way to get lots
of practice questions, I don't trust this book anymore, which has me doing research on every
question that I get "wrong". Some are pretty obvious, for exampleQuestion 112 states the answer is
A) $50,000 but $50,000 was next to B in the question.Question 237 jumps from talking about year
13 then asks about year 1, which it told you nothing about.Question 259 credits a partner's capital
account and increases it, then debits another partners capital account and it increases that too.The
one for BEC was so good. I am very disappointed. This product is not up to professional standards.

This is a great addition to CPA exam study. The book asks really good questions that other
textbooks do not ask. Back of the book has thorough explanations that are so easy to understand.
Only downside was that I purchased Kindle version and it was so hard to navigate.

Awesome! A great exam candidate companion. It cover all the necessary and essentials for
success. No regret, it compliments my other reading materials perfectly

Good source of questions for somebody studying for the CPA exam. I only wish there were more!

The books from McGraw Hill are great and helpful.
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